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[From thè N. \. Mirror.]
THOUGHTS ON LAWYERS.

No. 2.

of his recollection—frightened, insulted andI he said the scoundrel ought to be ashamedi
e‘ If we cannot alter things,
Why then we’il change their names, sir.”
indignant—however really desirous of tell■ of himself. Was Mr. Wilkins’hat knockedi
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
ing the truth, he stumbles upon some incon. off ? No. But, before he left the stand, he.
In days of yore, when drinking flip was
J AMES K. REMICH.
BY THEODORE S. FAY.
sistency ;some trifling or not trifling para said he saw the blood on the top of the> a fashionable mode of dissipation, a worthy
Office on the Main-street-opposiie the Meeting-House.
dox—accounted for at once, and to every plaintifif’s head. How could he see the top, old gen'.leman came near losing his life by
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
In a late paper, beaded a ££ Lecture for the one’s entire satisfaction, by the idea that he of his head, unless the hat had been knocked its excessive use. While danger thus star
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— Lawyers,” I ventured a few philosophical
has forgotten. But then comes the cross off.” .
ed him in the face, he made a solemn vow
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. INo reflections on that intelligent and useful class examination. Then the scientific artillerv
Another buz. The witness here rose and that, if he recovered, he never would taste
paper discontinued, except at the option ol the pub of our fellow citizens, and I took the liberty of a cool, able lawyer, sharpened by 30 years said, “Mr. Wilkins took it off to show, of another drop of flip.
Health returned,
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
and with it his former appetite.
Self de
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for to show how one of their body would act, of similar practices, is brought to bear upon me.”
nial could not long maintain the suprema
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount supposing Owen’s £ Moral World’ to be true. one trembling and already nervous stranger ;
Officer.—Silence, there !
^charged for its insertion.
Several other ideas have occupied to me up perhaps ignorant, perhaps a boy.
Then
Judge. — Witness, you must not interrupt cy. ££ Cuff,” said he one day to a favored
on thè same subject, to which, as I do not comes the laugh of judge and jury, the mur the counsel. You have had your turn on and favorite slave, “ bring me a mug of
MISCELLANEOUS.
mean to be very prolix, I invite the mur of astonishment from the crowd, that a the stand. You then had the opportunity • beer.” ££ Yes, massa.”
££ Now drop in
reader’s attention, nor do I deem it neces person could be found degraded and base e- to say whatever you pleased.
some
sugar.
”
li
Yes,
massa.
” ££ Cuff, set
If
you
are
[From the Common School Visitor.]
sary to make an apology to the fraternity, nough to say that<£ the defendant wore a again guilty bf. so great an indecorum, I down on the hearth, and slick the hot end of
INFLUENCE OF LEVITY ON THE
as I know that, skilful as they are in dis little rimmed hat,” when he acknowledged shall be obliged to commit you.
the andiron in it.”
Cuff paused a little.
CHARACTER.
cerning reasons on either side, they will find subsequently off his guard, that the hat had
££ Massa, me thought you swear you drink
Witness stands stupid.
The cultivation of a cheerful and serene arguments in my favor a plenty—if they ££ a tolerably large rim.”—Then the poor
4£ This is not flip, Cuff;
Officer.—u Sit down !” (in a tone of in no more flip.”
Trame of mind, is a duty imposed upon us, wish to doso.
fellow, sore all over, and not quite sure that dignant command.)
Witness sits down. you may cal! it warm sweetened beer, with
'both by the authority of our Maker, and
The nominal purpose of a Court of Jus he will not himself be sent to the State’s Officer scowls at him as if he would snap a little rum in it.” i£ Yes, massa, me ber
%y the laws of our own being.
Joy and tice is to seek the truth; but I question prison, at ten years hard labor, for perjury, his head off.
ry tickled to—but—but—■*’? ££ But what,
^reace are classed by an inspired Apostle whether the truth is ever in other places before the week has rolled away, although
££ Me berry much
I shallYiot follow the learned gentleman you black rascal ?”
"among the fruits of the Spirit. But there is more attacked, sneered at, browbeaten, rid he is the only person in court who does not, further. I only appeal to every witness afraid debbelset it down flip.”
-a sort of exhilaration and excitement of iculed, and put out of countenance. It is in a greater or less degree, merit that pun that has ever been brought into a court of
*mind, giving rise to habitual levity of con the truth, which every one in his turn finds ishment, is dismissed to a bench, a few yards justice, whether he has not found it often
A sailor coming across Blackheath one
duct,which is far removed from this com it his interest to conceal. It is truth that off, where he is obliged to remain to hear the most difficult place in the world to tell evening, was stopped by a footpad, who
posure on the one hand, as irritability and every one is afraid of.
Even the party the lawyers, in. their address to the jury, the truth in, and whether, when the truth demanded his money—when a scuffle en
melancholy are on the other.
Cheerful most unequivocally in the right, is anxious tear his character to pieces with fine turns was at length told, there ever were so many sued, the tar took the robber, and bore
ness is not only consistent with, but es to exclude the truth from the other side, lest of rhetorick, and yet finer gesticulations.
attempts to mystify it ? Whether so much away his prize to a justice at Woolwich.
sential to the discharge of duty towards it may seem to contradict its own j and all
<£ What, gentleman of the jury,” says of what every one present knew in his heart When the magistrate came to inquire into
(¡od orman. That the mind may be con the lawyers, and even the judge, seem as the first lawyer, summing up in a tone of to be the truth, could anywhere else be re the nature of the assault, he told the sailor
stantly prepared to receive profitable im much on the watch to stop the witness’s the deepest contempt,<£ what does the next jected,
and whether, when this poor, be that he must take his oath that the robber
t
pressions from surrounding objects, and to mouth, every two minutes, as they have witness, this Mr. Boggs, say ?”
Gentle- labored, mutilated unhappy truth, so much had put him in bodily fear, otherwise he
’ 'exert a beneficial influence on those within been to make him come there to open it. To men, he comes forward under the most pe- demanded, was at length produced, it did could not commit him. The sailor, looking
its reach, it must feel not merely its con me, one of the most ridiculous things in the culiar circumstances.
A dark mystery not have such an aspect, so disguised that steadfastly at the justice, answered,iJ He 1
he put me in bodily fear !
No, nor any
nexion with this present moment, but the world is, a witness upon the stand, trying shrouds his motives, which I shall not en its own mother might not have known it ?
man that ever lived ; therefore, if that is the
connexion of this moment with its whole (poor fellow I) to give in his testimony. He deavor altogether to dissolve.
But he
future existence. Such a feeling is utter is, we will suppose, not in the slightest de cymes forward, and takes his place upon
A True Gentleman.—A true gentleman, case, you may let him go, for I’ll not swear
ly inconsistent with habitual levity.—How gree interested in either of the parties, and that witness’s stand, witfi the open, the and a fine gentleman are not as is too to such a lie,”
ever solemn may be the feelings of the doubtless, wishes them both tied together by avowed, the undisguised, the unaffected, the universally supposed, synonymous charac
Poetry.—They raise regular-built poets
soul in its moments of reflection, if it has the neck, and dropped off the stern of one determined resolution to fix upon my cli ters. A true gentleman misses no oppor
formed the habit of yielding without resist of the North river steamboats. He comes ent, the injured Mr. Swipes, this foul and tunity of obliging his friend, yet doesit in out west. As a specimen, we copy the
ance to every trifle which can possibly into court, not voluntarily, but dragged if he unnatural assault and battery.
You saw so delicate a manner, that he seems rather following from the Kalamazoo Gazette,
excite mirth, its solemnity will be dissi resists, by two or three scowling ministers of him, gentlemen, when 1 cross-examined to have received than conferred a favor. being the first three lines of an Ode to the
pated like the early dew, whenever it comes the law, who, from the mere fact of his be him, tremble under my eye—you saw him He is honorable in himself, and in the Moon, sent to that paper for publication :
£t Thou pale resplendent orb,
again in contact with external objects.— ing presumed to know something about tlie hesitate and turn pale at my voice.” ('The judgment of others his word is sufficient
Thou look’st like a huge gorlj
In
And not only does this habit exert a most pending suit, think themselves entitled to first lawyer, very probably has a voice that tor the fulfilment of the arrangement.
Of maple sugar !”
withering influence on an individual’s treat him as if he liad been brought up for would intimidate a bear.)
(i You heard his demeanor is combined mildness and
There is a sweetness of conception here
usefulness, it also surrounds him with robbing a hen-roost. He is forced from his him stammer and take back his words, and firmness, dignity mid condescension, affabili
The author must have
Is this, gen ty with discretion ; sincerity, simplicity and rarely equalled.
strong temptations
to commit actual business or his amusements for the purpose say he did ‘ not recollect.’
He is been a little moon-struck.—Hartford Cour.
sin. That there is a time to laugh is the of speaking the truth, and he inwardly re tleman of the jury, an honest witness ! ease are prominent characteristics.
sentiment of reason no less than revelation. solves to tell the whole as soon as possible, The language of truth is plain and simple neither a slave nor an enemy to pleasure,
A Good Reason.—The editor of the
That there are also times when, to laugh, and get rid of the thing.—He thinks he —it requires no previous calculation,
if I but approves or rejects or refuses, as his
involves real guilt, is equally obvious to a knows the worst. He thinks the loss of ask you ifyou saw the sun set to-day, you reason dictates ; he stoops not to flatter a Boston Post has been requested to stop his
candid and enlightened mind.
That per time, and the awkwardness of speaking for answer yes, or no—you do not hesitate, knave, though he may fill an exalted sta paper sent to somebody in Vermont, who
The
son who has made it his maxim to laugh the first time of his life, in public, are the you do not tremble.
You do not say, tion ; nor does he neglect merit though he has killed himself by taking opium.
editor replies that he shall be obliged to
whenever others do, will often indulge in extent of his sufferings. Unsuspecting vic ‘ yes, I did,’ and in the very next breath, find it in a cottage.
stop it, because he dont know exactly
levity under circumstances which will leave tim ! He no sooner mounts the stand than £ no, I did not.’ You do not at first tell
impressions on the mind of some fellow he finds himself al once the centre of a cir me, £ I walked ten miles yesterday,’ and
Frying Pork.—Take one fresh egg, beat where to send it now,—ib,
creature which he would shudder to have cle of enemies, and holding a position not afterwards say, yesterday I was all day it, add half a gill of sweet milk, and a suffi
At a hotel a short time since, a servant
unfolded to his view. How often, too, do greatly unlike that of a prisoner, in an In ill in bed.’ (Here one of the jurors puts cient quantity of flour to make a good batter ;
several individuals of this disposition en dian war-dance.— He tries tuteli his story. his nose by that of another, and utters freshen and fry the pork as usual ; then dip girl enquired of a gentleman at the break
££ No,” said
Witness.— I was going down Maiden something in approbation of this argument, the pieces in the batter, which will of course fast table if his cup was out.
gage in conversation on the most trifling
The poor thing
and the other one nods his head and looks adhere, replace them in the fat, and after a he, ££ but my coffee is.”
subjects, for the sole purpose of gratifying Lane—
at the speaker as much as if to say, little more frying, a light and delicate cake was considerably confused, but determined
First Lawyer.—Stop, sir.
litis love of merriment, until, perhaps be
While at
Second Lawyer.—Don’t interrupt the £< there is no use in trying to elude the sa will enclose the meat, and thus constitute a to pay him in bis own coin.
fore they are aware of the rapid flight of
gacity of this keen-sighted lawyer.
The dish for a middling sized family, which will dinner the stage drove up, and several
lime, hours have been consigned to oblivion. witness.
Third Lawyer.—The witness is ours.
witness bad much better hav.e-told the truth.”) tempt the palate of the most fastidious. Try coming in, the gentleman asked, i£ Does
Ah ! would that the consciousness of the
the stage dine here ?”
£i No, sir ” said
Fourth Lawyer.—(Fiercely and indig Now, gentlemen, what "does the witness it, ladies.—Skeneatless Columbian.
manner in which they have been spent,
the girl,££ but the passengers do.”
say ?
He commenced by telling you,
could accompany them to the land of for nantly,) we want \\\e fact.
gentlemen, that he lived in Maiden-lane,
For the Ladies.—A new way to make
Judge. — Let the witness tell his storj».
getfulness. But that is indelibly inscribed
A Warm Wish.—-A poor widow WffInfuse three gills of
Witness. — I was going down Maiden that he was going home on the day when calicoes wash well.
on the impeiishab!e tablet of memory, and
how fond
this ridiculous and unnatural assault is salt in four quarts boiling water, and put man was relating to her neighbpr
o T------must sooner or later become food for the Lane, where 1 live,
First Lawyer.—We don’t want to know said to have taken place, that he saw a the calicoes in, while hot, and leave it till her husband was of having a good fire, how
bitterest remorse. How inconsistent with
crowd, that he approached, that he saw cold. And in this way the colors are ren busy he would make himself in fixing it so
the dignity of an intelligent being, the high where you live, Sir.
££ Ah, poor dear
Second Lawyer.—That is part of his tes Mr. Swipes, my client, the defendant in dered permanent, and will not fade by that it would burn, &c.
destiny of an immortal spirit, but especially
this action, come up to the plaintiff, Mr. subsequent washing. So says a lady who man,” said she ££ I hope he’s gone where
with the high calling of a Christian, is such timony.
Third Lawyer. — You can take the wit Wilkins, and give him Wilkins, the said has frequently made the experiment her they keep good fires.”— Yeoman's Gazette.
an employment. This is a habit which,
But, self.
ifonce formed, will be like a fetter of iron ness into your own hands when we are plaintiff, a blow with a bludgeon.
An old gentleman of color could not be
gentlemen, when I come to sift this plausi
Io the soul. The loudest remonstrances of done with him ; at present he is ours.
Honey Moon.—Though this word is in persuaded that a fish swallowed Jonah, but
ble story, you heard him equivocate and
Witness turns pale.
conscience, and the most solemn resolutions,
£ What sort of a hat common use, its derivation is little known, he argued thus : e£ Guess massa Jonah
Fourth Lawyer.—(Sarcastically.) Very contradict himself.
will oppose but a feeble barrier to the al
had Mr. Swipes on ?’
1 A black one.’ as nothing respecting it is found in the swallow any fish, provide« him mouth
most omnipotent power of the propensity, well, sir.
Its origin is large enuf, and de fish small enuf !”
1
Of
what
breadth
was
the
rim ?’—£ About dictionaries or encyclopedias.
Judge.
—
Gentlemen,
I
beg
you
will
sit
when excited by sudden temptation.
Let
an inch.’ He thought, doubtless, that he from a custom of the Tuetanes, an ancient
then those that have not formed the habit, down.
4i Guilty, or not guilty ?” said the clerk
One of the Aidermen.—Officer, keep or was to have every tiling his own way till 1 people of Germany, who drunk mead, or
be careful ever to stand aloof from it, and
brought upon the stand to confront him, metheglin, a beverage made with honey, for of the court to a prisoner the other day.
der.
let those who have, be assured that unless
“ And sure now,” said Pat, <£ what are
Officer, (in a tone of thunder, and with a the hatter, who made and sold the hat, and thirty days after every wedding.
it can be corrected, it will be a serious hin
you put there for, but io find that out ?”
drance to their progress in virtue and use scowl of more than oriental despotism upon who proves to you that the rim was broad.
the spectators, who aint making any noise You cannot morally doubt that the hat
An old stage driver, a man of very vio
fulness.
The Maumee Express speaks of a vman
worn on that day, by Swipes, was a broad lent temper, was once troubled with one
that they know of)—Silence !
Witness.—I was going down Maiden brimmed hat ; all the witnesses for the de of his horses ; and being unable to induce from Connecticut whose wife was so fat that
The late eminent judge, Sir Allen Parker, lane, where I reside, as I said before, when fendant swear it, and even Mr. Boggs him the animal, who had a will of his own, to he was obliged to make two loads of her
•«nee said at a public meeting in the city of
self, when closely questioned, acknowledg move an inch, he leaped from the box, when he emigrated.
London :—
First Lawyer.—You don’t come here to ed that it might have been a broad-brim caught a club, and struck him a severe
“ We live in the midst of blessings, still repeat what you said before, sir.
The Boston Times talks of thinning off
med hat.
blow on the head, which unfortunately kill
. we are utterly insensible of their greatness,
Second Lawyer.—I beg.
Next, gentlemen, the pantaloons.
What ed the horse on the spot. This was a most the lawyers in that city by an Auto da
and of the source from which they flow.—
The Cincinnati News replies that
He,'however, Fe.
Third Lawyer.—(Starling to his feet,) 1 color were Mr.
Swipes’
pantaloons? unpleasant predicament.
We speak of our civilization, our arts, our demand,
‘ Black,’said this Mr. Boggs.
Gentlemen, finished his route in some manner, and nothing with afee to it will ever thin off the
freedom, our laws, and forget entirely how
Fourth Lawyer.—I appeal to his honor, 1 have produced these pantaloons in Court. called upon his employer. ££ Well, Bob,” lawyers.
large a share of all is due to Christianity. the judge, to protect me from the imperti They have been indentified beyond the pos- said the owner of the horses, ££ what’s
Men who think least generally talk most
■Blot Christianity out of the page of man’s nence of this witness.
££ Nothing, except the bay
ibility of doubt.
What was the result ? the news ?”
Iristory, and what would his laws have been
First, second, third and fourth Lawyer You saw yourselves, gentlemen. The pan horse is as ugly as ever ; it is impossible to —just as frogs cease when a person brings a
— what his civilization ?
Christianity is and Judge together.—“ The witness must taloons were pepper and salt.”
do any thing with him, and I had rather light to the water side.
mixed up with our very being and our daily
A cryofadmiration throughout the court not drive than keep him in the team.”
Life, there is not a familiar object around us
It is supposed the census of 1840, will
Officer.—(Looking at the audience again, room. The officer cries order. 'The poor “ Ugly ! why don’t you kill him ?” £i Kill
which does not wear a different aspect be and in a voice of thunder)—“ Silence !”
<£ Yes—if he won’t go, knock show a population in the United1 States
witness unfortunately occupies a conspicu him ?”
cause the light of Christian hope is on it,
Judge. — Gentlemen, it seems tome that ous seat, and all eyes are fixed upon him him in the head.” ££ Well, I thought that of between l/andl8 millions. In 1830j
not a law which does not owe its truth and the best way to come at the truth, is to let with the most virtuous indignation. He is the best way, and to tell the truth, sir, I it was 12,866,020.
gentleness to Christianity, not a custom the witness go on, and I will call him to calculating at what sacrifice he can wind up have killed him.”
which cannot be traced in all its holy and order if he wanders from his duty.
Wit his business, and go and settle in Kentucky.
Wellerisms.—1 How I love thee, none
¿healthy parts to the gospel.”
££ Shant I see you bum from singin’ can tell,’ as the toper said to the gin bottle*
ness !
The lawyer waxes triumphant, and after a
school tonight, Jerushy ?”
££ No, you
Witness.—Your honor.
withering look at Boggs, goes on.
£ Walk in without knocking,’ as the pad
Judge.—Tell the plain fact of this as
“ Furthermore, gentlemen, I asked this shant do no such thing. I don’t want you dy said to the prates.
Chain of Beings. — Bitumen and sui
P’raps
phor form the link between earth and ni et- sault—tell the jury what you know about witness to describe the bludgeon. He could nor your company, Reuben.”
£ Don’t be alarmed,’ as the steel trap said
al—vitriols unite metals with salts—crys it—remember you are here to speak tfie not. Had it ivory or gold on the handle ? you didn’t exactly understand what I to the fox ven it bit off his leg.
You asked me
tallizations connect salt with stones—the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the He could not tell. Was there a ferule upon said ?” ££ Yes I did.
£ I am not fond of such vanities,’ as the
lamianthes and lytoghites form a kind of truth—raise your voice—turn your face to the end ?—Did not know. Was it heavy ? you mighn’t see me hum.” ££ Wy, no I hog said ven his owner put a ring in his
tyre between stones and plants—the poly the jury. What do you know of this af Yes. Had he ever handled it ? No. How didn’t, I only asked you how your marm snout.
could he tell the weight of a thing which he was !”
pus unites plants to insects—the tube fair ?
‘ I am oph,’ as the Sheriff said ven he
The poor wretch commences again.— had never handled ? (Another buz of ad
worm seems to lead to shells and reptiles
was sheert.
A Verdict.—A coroner’s jury in Penn—the water serpent and the eel form a The first, second, third and fourth lawyer miration.) Was he personally acquainted
‘ Who are you looking at,’ said the horse,
passage from reptiles to fish—the anas ni continuing to skirmish around him all the with Mr. Swipes ?—No.
Had he ever sylvania recently returned a verdict upon ven he thought he vas shot.
gra are a medium between fishes and birds while, like a parcel of wild Arabs fighting seen him before ? No.—Since ?
No.— the body of a vzoman named Sarah Wil
‘ I’m good at a race,’ as the Sheriff said
—the bat and the flying squirrel link (birds for the clothes of some unhappy prisoner. Could he tell whether he had an aquiline liams, that “ she came to her death by the vot was not cotched.
to quadrupeds—and the monkey equally So far from getting a chance to say the nose or not ? No. Was he not a friend visitation of God—through the influence of
(t Here she goes—and there there she
truth, the poor man can’t get a chance to of Mr. Wilkins ? Yes. Had he not ex ardent spirits !” By the visitation of the goes,” as the Land Agent said vot got rid
gives the hand to quadrupeds and man.
say any thing. At length bewildered out pressed an opinion upon this case ? Yes, devil, would have been more correct.
Scotch paper,
on a sled,—Bangor Courier.

The Aroostook.— We find the following
_
Another “ Morgan" Abducted.—The Bank I QJ^Mr.
Adaims has published a letter, ocof Jacksonville, Florida “is failed”—The ¡copying six or
or eight columns in the Na- very sensible paragraph in the last Waldo
President flown. His
I
disappearance,
, ,
if not' tional Intelligencer, addressed to the citizens Gazette.
[Correspondence of the Savannah Georgian.]
SATURDAY, MAY 4, 1839.
so exciting, is quite as mysterious as that of! of the United States who have entrusted pe“ We have conversed^viih several intelli
Whether the
titions
to him to be presented to the House gent men who have lately returned from the
his New York namesake.
'
''
LATE FROM FLORIDA.
The Boundary Question.—It is~iiseiess
“ masonry” of the Bank still contains the during the late session. Mr. Adams pre- Aroostook and who speak of the country in
Garey’s Ferry, E. F. April 20.
$132 of specie capital, deponent saith not.
) seated in ail 825 petitions, The N. Y. Com the highest terms, and express a disposition to attempt to disguise the fact,—mortifying
Gen. Macomb, I presume you have heard,
To “ give honor where honor is due,” we mercial says of the letter, as a piece of log- to settle in that region. There cannot be a as it is to admit it,—that Maine carneoff‘sec
has arrived here, and is empowered to treat must admit that the Jacksonville Bank ical ratiocination we have rarely seen its doubt, should a wise policy prevail in the
ond best’ in the “ arrangement” in relation to
with the Indians, allowing them to remain made an honest statement to the Legislature equal. The illegality and absurdity of the government of Maine that the whole Aroos
in the territory within prescribed* limits.— before it failed. We never knew a Bank gag-law are made apparent as the noon- took country will soon be settled by a hardy, our North Eastern Boundary question
industrious set of men. The advantages up Notwithstanding the blustering, the ‘notes
As soon as they become aware of this, it is exhibit so small a specie capital as $132, un day sun ”
The following is the concluding paragraph on the Penobscot and its tributary streams, of preparation,’ the martial array, the oft-re
thought that the war will be at an end.— til after it failed.
with the whole valley watered by the Aroos peated and solemn declarations that w8
of the letter:
They are tired of it. They have been pre
Case of the Presbyterian Church.—The ar
“ It is known to most of you that at the took, already afford rare advantages to the would not yield one jot or tittle of our rights
vented from making them crops of corn, and
guments of counsel, on motion for a new tri late session of Congress I repeated a declar enterprising cultivator—and with Edward
their ammunition is nearly exhausted.
al, in the case of “ New School” vs. “ Old ation which 1 had frequently made before, Kent in the chair of State, and a sound whig —our State authorities have ‘ backed out’
A parly of Indians, some la or 20, were School,” are now proceeding in the Supreme
that I was rnyself not prepared to vote for administration, Maine will come up to her and after having saddled the State with a
met on the Santa Fe river, by a party of vol Court of Pennsylvania, in Philadelphia, be the immediate abolition of slavery in the true standard, and a comfortable thrift will
War debt of upwards of a million of dollars
unteers, and were several times fired on.— fore Chief Justice Gibson, and assistant Judg District of Columbia, nor in the territory of bless every man, and a generous encourage
have
consented to an arrangement which
There was no one killed, and one negro es Huston. Rogers and Sergeant.
Florida ; nor for the refusal to admit that ment will be offered to all productive pur
was taken by the whites. The Indians fir
territory, as a slaveholding state, into the suits. God has made us a State just near places us in a position in reference to ||10
General Samuel Smith, late (J. S. Senator Union. These were all prayers of multi enough to perfection to awaken and tempt question worse than that occupied by us [)e
ed but one gun. Gen. Macomb will leave
human efforts to complete it. The locos fore. No man, possessing common sense
shortly for Fort King, more in the interior and late Mayor of Baltimore, one of its most tudes of your petitions which I had present
public-spirited citizens, died at Baltimore on ed. My opinion upon them had never va are not the men to do the neat thing in the
of the Indian country. Five companies of Monday, in the 87th year of his age.
and an ordinary modicum of candor, will
ried since 1 first took my seat in the House Way of improvements ; but this splendid
the 2d Dragoons are to leave ere long for
work
that
will
make
our
coffers
bveiflow
pretend to deny that our prospects for (ln
of Representatives ; but from the zeal which
the North ; head quarters, Baltimore—all of
Hon. S. S. Prentiss.—This distinguished 1 had uniformly manifested in support of the and give us astrong, industrious, intelligent and early and equitable settlement of the question
the 4lh Artillery, save our company, Capt. Representative of Mississippi is now at home, riglit of petition, and from the perseverance happy population is reset ved tor the Whigs of
were better when Gov. Kent vacated the
Harvey Brown’s, have left for the North.
and the Vicksburg Whig says, he has bid a- with which 1 persisted in presenting aboli Maine, and may they enter upon the work gubernatorial chair than they'are at the
at
the
next
organization
of
the
State
gov

dieu to public lite, in all probability, forever. tion petitions, inferences had been drawn in
These, we believe, Rre
Abduction. — The Globe states that Mr. We will not say how much, or how deeply both divisions of the Union, not- only that ernment, If not then, as soon as possible; present moment.
Orme, a teller in the Bank of the Metropo we regret his retirement from a station to I was a confirmed abolitionist, but that 1 was for the work must drag along unaccomplish the views of unbiassed men of all parties.
lis, took fifty thousand dollars from the which be was at once an honor and an orna affecting to place myself at the head of the ed until the Whigs come into power—and Indeed it would seem that one could not
the sooner the people resolve upon that the
bank. The suspicion of the Cashier being ment, for it “ boots not now to tell.” The abolition movement throughout the land. better.”
arrive at a different conclusion from art ¡ni.
awakened by appearances, he counted the Whig hopes, by and by, to see Mr. Prentiss Having no such ambition, and wishing to
partial survey ol the measures of our present
in the Senate of the United States.
avoid all appearance of tampering between
money, and discovered the deficit, charged
From Peru.—By the“ Benjamin Gaither,” State administration. The following pertithe parties, I made the above mentioned
from
Chagres,
we
have
dates
from
Lima
to
the Teller, who confessed every thing, and
The Boston Transcript gives an abstract declaration ; but had neither then, nor at
nent remarks touching this topic are from
pointed to the person who had it in posses of a list of tax payers in that city for the year any other time, a suitable opportunity of as the 24th January. The bulletins from the
the Kennebec Journal :_
sion, All. Goodrich, a clerk in one of the 1838, by which it appears that there were 19 signing my reasons for the opinions which Protectoral army, represent Gen. Santa Cruz
‘ Sir John Harvey has not taken ‘ back his
Departments. Mr. G. was arrested and the persons who paid between one and two thous 1 entertain upon these subjects. This I as being in pursuit of the Chilians, who were
retiring northward along the Cordillera road, absurd threat, but on the contrary, he hi«
money recaptured.
and dollars tax : 14 who paid between two propose to do in another letter to you ; and destroying bridges as they went, which were, carried h into execution to a partial extent
and three thousand dollars; one (Mr. John in the meantime remain with grateful and however, speedily replaced by their pursuers, the British Monarchical Government now holds
The Mormons. — The Peoria ¿'Illinois^) Parker) who paid between three and four respectful attachment, your friend and fel and occasional skirmishes took place between exclusive jurisdiction and military occupation
low citizen.
Register says : “ Great numbers of this un thousand dollars ; and another (Mr. Beier C.
the advance parties of the one and the rear of of an incorporate town of the Slate of Maine
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS.
Brooks) who paid between four and five
the other ; resulting uniformly to the disad a member of the American Union, and ol ths
fortunate sect, men, women and children, are thousand dollars.
vantage of the Chilians. Letters from Lima Republic of the United States ! ! Nor is it
encamped near Quincy, in a state of destitu
Fire.—The Howard street House, occupied of the 23d January, represent the Chilian ar
true, as is asserted by the Times, that Sir
tion of the necessaries of life. The suffer
Steam Vessels of War.—The Board which by Mr. Hiram Corbett, and owned by Dr.
ings they endured in Missouri are heart-rend has been in session at Washington, to de Walker, of Charlestown, caught fire this my as in a situation almost hopeless, and no John Harvey has placed the dispute on the
other result was anticipated than their speedy old ground, for he never before had exclu
ing. A public meeting has been held in vise and recommend plans and models for (Friday) morning, about 1 o’clock, and the
capitulation or total discomfiture.
sive and undisturbed jurisdiction over the
Quincy to devise means for their relief. The sea steam vessels of war, have determined flames spread with such rapidity, that the
'[’he same vessel from Chagres brings dates Madawaska settlement—he never before ocaudience was deeply affected at the relation to build two steam frigates ofover 1600 tons slumbering inmates saved their livps only- however from Trujilla a few days later, and cupied it with a military force—and |ie hev.
ihvii, to tin
i y ten
tvu guns eacu,
carry
each, vii
viz : two in their fortunate escape. It is not well as
given by the Mormons, and effective meas I burthen,
an unofficial 'account of the total defeat of er before had a right, by the consent ofMaine
bomb cannon, and eight 42 pounders.
certained how it originated, but it is sup Santa Cruz, at a place called Perian, near
ures were adopted for their relief.”
to keep open communication between New
Portland Advertiser.
posed from a light which must have been Huaraz, said to have happened on the 20th Brunswick and the Canadas with a militaiv
carelessly
left
in a closet under the entry January. The account of this defeat is' con force, ff necessary.
But a year ago Hie
House Rents in St. Louis.—The Repub
Postages on letters to Texas,—We learn stairs, as when the fire was first discovered,
lican states that there is a large unsatisfied that arrangements have been made between they were found wrapt in one sheet of flame tained in Panama papers of the 3d ult. in F^'slature allowed John Baker, a citizeil
demand for buildings for stores and business the Post Office Departments of Texas and from entry to garret, and the boarders who shape of an extract of a letter from Gammar- ol Madawaska, a large sum of money |or
houses in that city. A gentleman had erect the United States, by which letters may be slept in the chambers near them, were first ra, to Lafuente (two Peruvians attached to insults Offered him by the British authori
the Chilian army) dated Tungai, 20th of Jan
ed two buildings on Front and Water streets, sent from any part of the United States to alarmed by volumes of smoke filling their uary, and in sundry official notes from one to ties, and not a year ago this same claim was
recognized and allowed by the General
which cost fourteen hundred dollars, and any part of Texas without interruption, or rooms. Mr. Samuel Eaton, who slept in the another of the Commandants on the Peruvi Government, and how do these facts comnow rent for eighteen hundred dollars per an without the payment of postage in advance. fourth story in the rear, saved himself by an coast, all referring to a verbal account re port with the exclusive jurisdiction now
num. More was offered, but they were en A similar arrangement exists between the throwing his bed out of the window on to a ceived by an officer just arrived, reporting gnmted to the British ? John Baker is now
United States and the British Provinces.—ib. shed beneath, and then dropping down upon himself as bound from the field of battle, to
gaged. Such an advantageous income from
it. He escaped without injury. Mr. Thom the Chilian Admiral, with an official account a British ^subject, under the laws of New
Brunswick, and should he now receive any
houses and lots, is held out as an induce
Disgraceful.—A Washington letter wri as Sawyer, who occupied one of the front of the victory. An extract of a letter is also indignity, which demanded redress Maine
ment to Eastern capitalists to invest.
chambers
in
the
third
story,
was
rescued
by
ter describes the closing scenes, in the late
published from Lafuente, giving details of
a ladder, almost sans cullolte, time only be the battle, as having lasted five hours, and and the General Government, to be cons«,
House of Representatives, as follows
must utterly refuse to render any assistA very spirited meeting was held in Bos
‘‘ As is usua| on the last night of a session, ing allowed to draw on his nether garment. resulting in the absolute total defeat of Santa atent,
nee.’
J
ton on Saturday last on the subject, of a di many of the honorable members exhibited 1 lie rest of the boarders had nearly as nar Cruz, who is represented as having escaped
rect communication by steam ships between practically a most notorious contempt of row escapes, saving nothing but their lives. with only some fifteen or twenty officers ;
Rohan Potato.—This new variety of the
Boston and Liverpool. A series of resolu Temperance Societies. Some were extreme There is some insurance on the building, but the names of some officers of distinction, of
Potato is in great demand and is selling at
we.believe,
none
on
the
furniture,
which
was
ly
loquacious,
and
several
who
had
not
open

the Chilians are given, as having been killed
tions was adopted, setting forth the advanta
nearly all destroyed.—Boston Transcript.
extravagant prices. A barrel was last week
or wounded.
ges of the project ; and a very respectable ed their mouths before, made very spirited re
marks. A western member, whose name I
This news, although with these details, is received from Connecticut, at one of the agri,
committee was appointed to communicate will not mention, was discovered in a com
The girls of Somerset County, Pa., have
the resolutions to Mr. Conard the projector mittee room with his coat off, and a bottle of been petitioning the Legislature of that State considered highly improbable, even by the cultural warehouses in Boston, for which
passengers who touched at Trujilla, and
of the enterprise and to recommend such brandy by his side. The Locos who made for a tax to be levied on old bachelors.
forty dollars were paid. They are sold, we
brought it onto Panama : and as such false
further measures as they may deem expe the discovery, instantly claimed “ eq.ua! Nearly every other luxury is taxed—why not statements are very common in South Amer believe, at 25 cents per pound. It is said that
J
rights,” and drank the liquor with as much Bachelors ?
dient.
ica—and are often gotten up to sustain for a a crop of 1000 to 1300 bushels to the acre is
Mr. Canard is a resident of Nova Scotia zest as they ate the big cheese. Poor fel
few hours longer, some expiring authority,
The first Thunder Storm of the season in and possibly to enable their party to keep the not unfrequent. They grow to a large size,
and has entered into a contract with the lows, their feasting days are now over.
One more unfortunate than his brethren, Boston and vicinity occurred Thursday af delusion long enough for the Chief and most -the barrel above-named contained none
British government to carry a mail bet ween
accidentally fell on passing through the tellers
England and America once a fortnight bv on a division.—Another member called out ternoon, commencing about 12 past 5. The active Partizans, to secure their (»scape, it is which weighed less than two pounds. They
dwelling-house of Mr. Peter Brigham in very possible, that this reported victory over
means of steam ships. The government
Mr Speaker, a member has the floor !” I Roxbury, was struck by the lightning and Santa Cruz, may be of this stamp. Such at are represented as being excellent for cattle,
are to pay him for this service 55,000 thought the roof of the capitol would have damaged to the amount of $300.
Several least was the prevailing opinion among those —authorities differ in regard to their quality
pounds sterling.—The boats are to pro been shaken off', by the tremendous peals of persons who were in the house at the time conversant with the state of affairs in Peru. for the table ; we have been informed by farwere thrown down by the shock, but none Some anxiety is however, naturally felt, and triers who have raised them, that they are in
ceed to Halifax and thence to Boston. An laughter which followed.”
injured.
important question now seems to be wheth
the ne,xt arrival from that quarter is looked ferior, for table use, to the varieties usually
A good idea properly promulgated.—A suit
forward to with much interest.
er the large boats shall continue on from
cultivated.
Zerah Colburn, so celebrated some years
Halifax to Boston, or a new set of boats be er appeared in a court in London, about the
Aeu.’-For& Express.
20th w,
of .aoi
last ujuiiui,
month, uuu
and was
about rnakin«
«as
uuuui
inaKing
cmvu
uh
nts
wuimeriui
lacutty
of
arithrnetisince
for
his
wonderful
faculty
of
furnished for this part of the line.
The Charleston Mercury states, on au
known the grounds of his application, when cal calculation,7 died lately JU
in Vermont, «1
at LHC
the
From Texas.— By the arrival of the steam
The opinion of the meeting in Boston was the judges told him that they had already age of 35,—......
;............
..... ............
After
his return
from Europe he packet Columbia, Capt. Windle, 48 hours thority of a letter dated S^f. Augustine, April
very decided in favor of continuing the same made a decision fatal to his plea. The suitor ji became
Methodist Clergyman, and was at
uevainc rta (»lUihodist
13, that the preliminaries of a treaty of peace
boats, through to that place.
confessed his utter ignorance ofany such de- the
' *'
. a professor in the liter from Galveston, we are placed in possession
time of his death,
have
been entered into with the Seminole
of
Houston
dates
to
the
10th,
and
Galveston
The keels of three large boats have been cision.
ary institution at Norwich.
to the 12th insi., both inclusive.
Indians, and that the General comrnanding“ It was in all the newspapers,” said the
laid at Glasgow for this line, and they will
Thq Houston Telegraph of the 12th states
Boston Boys. — Eleven youngsters, from 15 that Cordova, with 44 Mexicans and 9 Be- in-Chief has directed that should any of the
be finished with all convenient dispatch. Court.
“
But
I
do
not
see
the
newspapers,
”
said
to 18 years of age, were routed on Saturday loxi Indians, who were preparing to resurtie enemy present themselves at the military
We may therefore expect to see this impor the man.
evening, in Devonshire street, Boston. They
tant undertaking in successful operation be
“ That is not our fault,” replied the judges. were caught gambling, and were carried be their march across the Indian country, were posts, they be treated with kindness, and furfore the end of the present year.
“ You should see the newspapers, and every fore the Police Court, and severally fined overtaken near Guadeloupe by Captain nished with supplies of food, The same
Burleson, with a company of citizens from letter states that 2 white men and
other man should."
Portland Courier.
three dollars and costs.
3 negroes
Bastrop. They took the enemy by surprise,
That is a decision of an English Court,
were killed near Newnansville, the week
and
instantly
routed
them,
killing
eighteen
Indemnity
for
Destruction
by
Rioters.
—
Tha
We are told that a most shocking disaster, and we suppose it is operative here as well
Legislature of Massachusetts has passed an of the number, among whom it was suppos previous, by the Indians.
arising from intemperance, occurred in Bev as there.— U. S. Gaz.
act foi the indemnification of ail persons ed was Cordova.
erly on Wednesday last, during the sitting
(Y?3Henry Clay has recently been preC. H. Ramsay, one of the editors of the;
Morus Multicaulis.—South of Massachu whose property shall be destroyed by a mob
of the Temperance convention in that place. setts the whole country is Morus Multicaulis
of riotous and disorderly persons, to the Cincinnati Republican, died at Galveston oni sen ted with a Cane, which “ was a branch
—Our readers in this neighborhood know, mad. The distemper has been raging for amount of three-fourths of the value of the (he 9th inst.—A. O. Bee of 17th ult.
of the tree which was planted on the spot
that it has been impossible to purchasp ar I more than a year past and never more vio- property destroyed, to be paid by the city or
.
where the sword of Cornwallis was surren*
Limit
of
Speed
on
Railways.
—
Dr.
Lardner
dent spirits, in Beverly, for the purpose of• lently thanmow.—The following is one of its town in which the property is situated.
has discovered by experiments recently made. dered, and it was cut from it to make room
intemperance, for several years past. The effects:
on the Liverpool and Manchester railway, for the erection.ofa triumphal arch, in welA^ Fortune.—is stated that Messrs. Prince
very few drunkards there are in the town
A communication has been transmitted !
cj;.. John
i,ii>^ Colborne,
..... ...
r-,
by Governor
Jenni- I that the atmosphere is an opponent to rail come to Lafayette.”
are obliged to come to Salem for a supply. of Flushing, L. I., have within a short period, to Sir
The donor, a Mr,
way speed more formidable than has ever
One of them, a wretched young man, less disseminated 400,000 Morus Multicaulis son, of Vermont, informing him that Dr. been suspected. At thirty-two miles an hour, Wallis of Baltimore, expresses the wish,-«
Trees throughout the country, and realized a Holmes, the murderer of Tasche, would be
than twenty-one years of age, procured four profit of $200,000.
the resistance it offers is nearly 30 per m a note accompanying the present,—that it
delivered to the British authorities on a writ
gallons in this city, on Wednesday, and be
cent, of all that the steam power has to en may become the property of the next chief
of
habeas
corpus.
—
A*.
F.
Cour,
Enq.
Something New.—A steam ferry boat, which
counter, and it increases in a proportion so Magistrate, without ceasing to be Mr. Clay’s,
came so much intoxicated, that he was
enormously greater than the speed, and there
thrown from his vehicle and very badly plies on the Alton (III.) ferry, having more
We
learn
that
some
noble
minded
mer

bruised and disfigured. He succeeded, how- power in her engine than required, the pro chants of Boston have presented the wid is not the slightest possibility of any such ve
O5*A duel was fought on the 26th ult.^
prietors have attached a pair of burr mill
locity of transit being gained as some
ever, in getting the liquor safely home, and
stones to her, with which the Telegraph says, ow of Mr. Curtis, who, our readers will rec (and among them none more ardently than near the North Carolina line, between J,
there the wretched being’s mother imbibed while crossing the ferry and running offstearn, ollect, was killed on the Worcester Rail
Dr. Lardner himself) have anticipated. It Seawell Jones of N. C. and H. Wright Wil
so large a portion of it, that she became she is enabled to grind about one hundred ! road last week, with from flfteen to twenty is ascertained that even 40 miles an hour can
son of New York. The latter was shot
helplessly intoxicated, and fell into the fire bushels of fine meal per day. This no doubt thousand dollars.—A*. Y.-Star.
not be maintained except at a cost which
through the body and died instantly.
where she was burned in a manner too horri is the plan of some enterprising Yankee.
amounts practically to a prohibition.
Official Dignity.—It is stated, that at a re
ble to be described, and died after a few
Portland Advertiser.
A monthly periodical is about to be started
cent town meeting in Concord, N. H., ex
hours of dreadful suffering. Her son was
There is now a regular line of steamboats,
There are three hobbies in Agriculture— governor Hill took his stand in the moder
lying in another Apartment, within a few Baden Corn in Illinois, Rohan Potatoes in ator’s desk, and was so boisterous and over three times a month, between Marseilles and in New York, edited by Messrs. Grenvilla
Constantinople, and letters have been sent Mellen and William Cutter of Porffandfeet of her, too drunk to be of any assistance, Massachusetts, and the Morus Multicaulis ev bearing that he was thrust out of the-box 1
from New-York to the latter city in 33 days. Samuel Colman publisher,
or to know the horrible tragedy that was erywhere.
going on almost within reach of his arm.
Dixon.—The Court has decided that he
More Bumps.—A. phrenologist at Gettys
Fires.—A Joiner’s Shop, owned by CapL
. Lot's Wife!—Mr. Lot Turner’s rib up in is to be admitted to bail in the mitigated
Salem Gazette.
in Vermont, advertises him as a “ drunkard, sum of $300 on each of the three indict burg, Pa., has discovered three new bumps. David Bryant, in Dover, Me, and occupied
—He calls them Brassfaceitiveness, Soft soap
by him and Capt. Leonard Stoddard, was de
The Wilmington (North Carolina) Chron- brute and a vagabond.” We reckon Lot ments which are pending against him.
ability and Walkintoyourpocketiveness.
wishes
she
was
a
pillar
of
salt.
stroyed by fire, together with all its contents,
icle says that ripe strawberries were gather
Juvenile Depravity.—In Bangor, on Tues
ed from a garden in that vicinity on the 12lh
(i Now Tom, you tell the biggest lie you on the 13th ult. Loss estimated at $500. Na
Sensible Verdict.—An inquest having been
ult.
held over the body of a toper down south, day, four boys, between the ages of 11 and 14 ever told, and I’ll give you a glass of cider.” Insurance.—A saw mill, belonging to Mr»
the inquisitors returned a verdict of, ‘ Died of years, were committed to jail for stealing, and “ A lie 1 I never told’ a lie in my life.” John Dunning, in Charleston, Me. was burnt
we understand are sentenced to remain there
the
Jug distemper.’
General Scott passed through Albany, on
on the night of the 26:h ult.—A large two-sto
for fifteen days.—In the United States Circuit i( Draw the cider, boy.”
Saturday, on his way to the Western fron
Court, now in session in St. Louis, there was
ry dwelling-house, in Milton, Me. was con
A Chance.—The Iowa News says, the bach
An editor of a paper in the West, says he
tier of New York.
elors of Du Buque will give a premium of a a youth, a boy aged 15 years, indicted and is so shortsighted, that he frequently robs sumed by fire, with all its contents^ a few
tried
for
robbing
the
mail.
The
jury
found
husband to the Miss who first makes her ap
days since.
him guilty, and in consequence of his youth, out with his nose what he writes with his
Dr. Charles T. Jackson of Boston, has pearance in that place dressed in silk of her he was sentenced to only ten days imprison
pencil 1
The Legislature of Michigan adjourned
been selected by a Committee of the Legis own manufacture.
ment.
without day about a fortnight since. N®
lature of Rhode Island, to make an agricul " iTne Go,be^uls lhe Wh^ “ retailers of
He who w/ites against the abuses of the choice of U. S. Senator was effected dur
tural and geological survey of that State.— falsehood.” Why should a great wholesale
Return of the Military.—The last cornpan- age in which he lives, (says the Rev. Mr. ing the session.
A belter choice could not have been made. dealer in that interesting article turn up his
detachment from the Kennebec Colton J must depend on the generosity of
nose at the retailers ? Is that democracy ?
Portland Courier.
Division returned to Augusta on Monday last, the few for his bread, and the malice of
The Bangor “Mechanic and Farmer” has
Louisville Jour.
in good health.
J
the many for his fame.
been discontinued.
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Later from Europe..—By the arrival of the
Late and important from, Peru.—Letters
Destructive Fire al Fort Fairfield,—“ Ban
packet George Washington at New York, from Callao to Feb. 1st, brought by the su
NFIVfWrna
---------- ¡'T
’Hewhich
universal estimation >inn
the papers of that city have received Liver percargo of the brig Ocean, which arrived at gor, April 28, 1839.—Sarjeant Brown, of the
IjUOUba
I
the celebrated LIFE FILLS
FILLG
Question
pool dates up to the 28th and London to the Mazatlan (Mexico) 20th March, bring intelli Laud Agent’s party, who arrived last nmht
PHENIX BITTERS are held, is satisfrom the Aroostook, reports a fire at Fort O H. GOULD has just received a fresh
27th, inclusive.
gence that a battle had been fought near Li Fairfield, which broke out in the guard-house
supply of New and Seasonable Goods ‘actOi,'y demonstrated by the increasing dehn,t 't.-that Main«
The packet ship Scotland arrived out in ma, between the Chilian and Peruvian armies,
< - . State
G.
between one and two o’clock, P. M. on Mon which he will sell on reasonable terms foi mand for the,n in every
and section
* the “ arrn
e c®*neoffi seventeen days, carrying advices from this
stronS> resulting in the loss of
Among them are the ot 11)0 Union, and by the
—J voluntary tes
country to the 6th ult. The Liverpool arriv 1500 killed and wounded on each side, and day last, (22d) and consumed the guard and c-dsh or short credit.
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Gloucester ; Resolution, Merryman,
Harps Cheap Pens, a'great variety.
mediate relief without the least injury to
J Ul'iUi O
A
put in office—has not been accepted !
ihis list to have been filled up.
well ; Apis, Nye, Bangor; sloop Packet, Weare,
, jn Dover, Me. and oct
the Teeth. On trial this will be found one
For sale by
D. REMICH.
Philadelphia Gazette.
York.—Sid. April 22d, sch Ruby, Copeland,
London Times of March 27.
Kennebunk, May 3, 1839.
apt. Leonard Stoddard, ««•
of the best remedies for this painful com
Thomaston ; 26th, schs. Henry, Gillpatrick,
Spain is still at war, and the last news is
b together with all it^
plaint. Price 50 cents a box, with direc
Convenient Fashion.—The Parisian fashion Boston ; Marcia. Smith, do. ; Jack, Sheridan,
?bui a repetition of all the news from that of pantaloons without pockets, is said to be do,; Agricola. Gordon, do.; Cordelia, Orr,.
tions.
NOTICE.
Loss estimated at $5 '
wretched country for years past.
Harpswell;
Hero,
----,
Beverly
;
Hero,
Lock,
all the go with our Chesnut street bucks ;
HE subscriber having contracted with
%*Prepared from the Original Recipe in
Saw mill, belonging
Advices from Singapore of the 25th of Oc many of whom have nothing to put in them, Rye ; Hudson, Clark, Boston ; 28th, Packet,
the town of Kennebunk, to support MS. ofthe late Dr. W. T. Conway, by his
Hill, Boston ; Echo, Jordan, do.; Maine, Smith,
tober,
state
that
the
King
of
Siam
was
mak

,, in C^ton,
but a pair of penny combs, a tooth pick and do.
the poor of said town for one year, hereby
ing preparations for war against the Malays. nail-scraper.
Immediate Successor, and the Sole Propri
Ar. at Boston, 25th ult. sch. Stoic, Lord, of gives notice, that he has made suitable pro etor, T. KIDDER, and for sale at his
The accounts from Persia are of the 8th
vision
for
them,
and
hereby
forbids
all
per

use, in Milion, ««■ *,
this
port,
New
Orleans,
31st
March
—
S.
W.
Pass,
February. The Shah was then busy making
sons harboring or trusting any of the Paupers Counting Room, No. 99, next door to J.
A captain of a privateer, who had been in 1st ult.
.extraordinary preparations for war, It was
with all its
of said town on his account or on account of, Kidder’s Drug Store, corner of.Court and
an
engagement,
wrote
to
the
owners,
ac

Sailed
from
Boston,
27th
ult.
brig
Lima,
N.
«believed that his first campaign would be athe town, as he will pay no bill for their Hanover Streets, near Concert Hall, Boston,
gainst the English troops establishing them quainting them that he had received but Nason, Havana.
At New Orleans, 20th ult. Marcia Cleaves, support.
ALEX. G. FURNALD.
little damage, having only one of his hands
and also for sale by his special appointment,
,ture of Micbiga« a f j
selves on the Persian Gulf.
and Laurens, for Liverpool, loading ; Vernon,
Kennebunk, May 1, 1839.
ly
("together with all the valuable Medicines
A letter from Megdeburg of the 7th, states wounded in the nose.
»bout a fortnight^ J(;
for Bordeaux, loading.
that 500 persons of the Lutheran persuasion in
ARDEN SEEDS, put up at the Boston as prepared bv the late Dr. Conway,) by
Senator was effec
At Havana, 18th ult. brig Lion, Gillpatrick,
that province, and other parts of the Prussian
SAMUEL JORDAN, Kennebunk,
He who is passionate and hasty is general from Tobasco, for New York, same day.
Seed Store, for sale by
dominions* intend to emigrate to North A- ly honest ; it is your cool, dissembling, smi
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port.
S. H. GOULD.
At Matanzas, 11th ult. brig Swiss Boy, Blais
roerica jjithe month of May.
ling hypocrite of whom you should beware. dell, from Havana, dis’g.
Kennebunk-port, April 26, 1839.
CHRIS’R LITTLEFIELD, Wells,
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STS WATER-

A REMARKABLE CURE OF
LOW SPIRITS.—Low spirits is. a
oySKWMATSSa !
certain state of the mind accompanied
PO E T RÏ
HE subscriber has just received and is
1P by indigestion, wherein the greatest evils are
by the use of
WILLIAM-,
LORD & CO.
now opening a good assortment of
0 apprehended upon the slightest grounds, and _.
[From the l\ew York American.]
JEBB
’
S
RHEUMATIC LIM.
I
a
large
assortment
DR.
English, American and French fashionable
the worst consequences imagined. Ancient |_g AVE just received
MINISTERING SPIRITS. •
MENT.
Among them
__ of
Prints; nice White, Colored and Check Cam medical writers supposed this disease to be :
of seasonable
seasonable Goods.
Gc
To the Editor—The first stanza of the fol bric ; Brown and Irish Linen ; Black Ala confined to those particular regions of the ab-; a»6» Brown, Black, Blue, Mixed, Claret, In 1lowing verses is, to my ear and heart, like a pine ; Black Silk Vesting ; Italian Sewing domen, technically called hypochondria, ^6 Green awl Drab Broadcloths ; Lia ,
Cop# of a Letter ! !
chime of village bells over orchards and green Silk ; Cotton and Silk Fancy Handkerchiefs ; which are situated in the right or left side of Blue, Mmrf, Slate, Drab Brown and Fancy
fields. It is recently quoted by an English wri Blk. White, Colored and Picnic Silk Gloves. that cavity, whence comes the name hypo-, Cassimeres -, Stuped and Plain ^athuet , Charlestown, (Mass.) June 23,1827.
To the Proprietor of Dr. Jebb’s 'Liniment,
ter from memory, and no author named. Per Also, Brown and Bleached Shirting and
chondriasis.
I Buckskin ; Doe Skin; Erminett ; Wakehaps some one of your correspondents might, ei
Dear Sir—I deem it a duty 1 0We t(J
Sheeting
;
Brown,
Black
and
Blue
Drilling
;
SYMPTOMS.
—
The
common
corporeal
;
held
Kersey
;
Flannels
;
Vestings;
English,
ther from mind or memory, furnish others fit to
suffering humanity, to acquaint you, an(j
Cotton
Warp
;
Yarn
;
Cassimere
;
Satinett
;
cvmntnma
aro
flutnlpncv
in
the
stomach
qv
'
French
and
American
Prints;
Mushn
de
to
accompany it; which would be a gratification
symptoms are, flatulency in the stomach or
one w’ho sends you his own essay, conscious of Glasgow Jean and other articles of Cloth bowels, acrid eructations, costiveness, spas Laines ; White, Colored and Linen Cambric ; through you the public, fshould you thjnk
its entire inferiority, and to be published with it ing suitable to the season. A good assort modic pains, giddiness, dimness of sight, pal Plain and Figured Muslins ; Bishop and best) of the unexpected and surprising Cljre
ment of Groceries ; Steel and Iron Shovels ; pitations, and often an utter inability of fixing Long Lawn ; Russia Diaper ; Damask ; Ta- ■j performed on myself by the use of the aor not, as you may think worth while.
Steel Forks; also, Hard Ware; Crockery; the attention upon any subject of importance ble Covers ; Black, Brown and White Linen -Ji, most exc’enent Medicine. 1 h"
“ Mortal, they softly say,
Herds Grass ; Red top and Clover Seed. A or engaging in anything that demands vigor Silk and Cotton Cravats ; Silk Flag, Pongee, \ .
__ .u:..»..
¿„1
e
Peace to thy heart ’.
prime selection of Ladies’ Fashionable Ties or courage. Also languidness—the mind be Bandanna, Cotton, Linen and Fancy Hand been for more than thirty years, and some,
We too, yes, mortal,
times
most
severely,
afflicted
with
theRheu.
and Slippers ; Misses’ Slippers and Children’s
Have been as thou art ;
comes irritable, thoughtful, desponding, mel kerchiefs -,Silk and Cotton Velvet ; Gingham matism ; have been frequently renderedper.
Hope-lifted, doubt-depress’d,
Shoes ; Gentlemen’s Calf Shoes of a good
ancholy, and dejected, accompanied with a Muslins; English and Scotch Ginghams ;
Seeing in part,
fectly helpless, and in consequence confined
quality, all of which will be sold at the lowest
total derangement of the nervous system.— Highland and Merino Shawls ; Laces ; Quill
Tried, troubled, tempted—
prices for cash or approved credit.
ings ; Edgings : Ribbons ; Belts ; Kid, Silk, to my bed, when it has required twer per.
The
mental
feelings
and
peculiar
train
of
Sustain’d—as thou art.”
PORTER HALL.
ideas that haunt the imagination and over Cotton and Pic nic Gloves; Hose; Blue sons to move me, being in such extreme
Kennebunk, April 19, 1839.
Mortal, they gently say,
whelm the judgment, exhibit an infinite di Black and Black Satin ; Silks, assorted col pain ; I harve several times been under the
Be our thoughts one !
versity. The wisest and best of men are as ors ; Cords ; Braids ; Sewing Silk ; Twist; care of the most eminent physicians, but
"TAILORING
BUSIN
ESS?
”
Linen and Cotton Tapes ; Rubber Braces;
Bend with us and pray,
open to this affliction as the weakest.
‘ Thy blest will be done !’
Gilt, Pearland Lasting Buttons ; Linen and procured only temporary relief. 1 oneday
AMUEL xMENDUM informs his friends
TREATMENT.
—
The
principal
objects
of
noticed the advertisement of Dr. Jebb’sLinDay flietb, night gather’th,
and the public that he continues to car treatment are to remove indigestion and Colton Thread ; White and Colored Spools ;
Death drawetb nigh,
Black Ferret ; Canvas ; Padding ; Duck ; iment, with the testimonials accompanying
ry
on
the
strengthen the body, and to enliven the spir
But He is who conqu’reth,
Furniture; Wicking; Warp Yarn, Nos. 6 to' it, and was induced to try a bottle, which {
which may be promoted by exercise, ear
Our Day-Spring on high 1
TAILORING BUSINESS its,
18 ; Sheeting ; Shirtings ; Brown and Colored used without much sensible benefit. I Con.
ly
hours,
regular
meals,
and
pleasant
con

at his shop over Mr. Phineas Stevens’, in a
Drillings ; Linen Drillings ; Tickings ; Knit eluded, however, to persevere, and bought
Mortal, they sweetly say,
versation.
The
bowels
(if
costive)
being
care

neat and fashionable manner. All garments
ting Cotton ; White and Colored Worsted ;
We, angels are !
made warranted to fit.
Cutting done at fully regulated by the occasional use of a Stay Lacings ; Selesia ; Check ; Rouen Cas- another bottle, and was greatly relieved^
We too, yes, mortal,
mild
aperient.
We
know
nothing
better
short notice.
He has received the Spring
On earth thy friends were,
simere; Umbrellas ; Kid Slippers, &c. &c. and by the use of half the third bottle, «aj
wholly cured, and have never since had a
Long loved thee, glad made thee,
and Summer fashions and thinks he shall calculated to obtain this end than Dr. Wm.
Groceries, Crockery, &e.
And to thy heart,
return of the pain, which I had not been
give satisfaction to all who may employ Evans’ Aperient Pills—being mild and cer
White,
Brown
and
Loaf
Sugars
;
Rice
;
tain in their operation. The bowels being
Christ sends us, to aid thee,
him.
from a month at a time for thirty years, and
once cleansed, his inestimable Camomile Old Hyson, Young Hyson, Fancy, Souchong,
And joy to impart.
Wanted,
and Skin Teas ; Rejinea and Sperm Oil ; Cof it is now more than three years since
Pills,
(which
are
tonic,
anodyne
and
anti

Two GIRLS, as Apprentices.
Mortal, they brightly say,
spasmodic,) are an infallible remedy and fee ; Tobacco ; Bar and Shaving Soap ; Box cured. I would most earnestly advise eve
Kennebunk, April 20, 1839.
This is His smile,
without dispute have proved a great blessing Raisins ; Victoria Blacking ; Pork ; Brooms ; ry person suffering under this painful con/;
In Earth, peace—Heaven, day—
Nails ; Pails ; Mats ; Iron ; Steel ; Baltimore plaint, not to despair of a cure so long ad
to the numerous public.
Forget every toil—
R.
C.
HAYNES
Some physicians have recommended a Glass ; Fishing Lines ; Bed Cords ; Mill and they can obtain “Dr. Jebb’s Liniment.^
Earth fadeth, Life gloweth,
OULD respectfully inform the inhabi free use of mercury but it should not be re 3-4 Files ; Shoe Thread ; Japaned Jacket and
Beameth o’er thee—
You are at liberty to make any use of this
tants of Kennebunk and vicinity, sorted to ; as in many cases it will greatly ag Stand Lamps: Hammers;
Woodsaws;
The voice from heaven cometh !
as you may think advisable.
that he has taken a shop in Littlefield
’
s
Tea
Trays
;
Brass
Cattle
Cards
;
Curry
Now, now—thou art free !
gravate the symptoms.
Most respectfully, vours,
building, near the Factory, where he intends Fg^HE DIFFERENCE.—It cannot be de- Combs; Handled Garden Rakes; Handled
to keep a good assortment of custom made JL
CALEB SYMMES.
Hoes;
Iron
and
Steel
Shovels
;
Forks;
nied that whilst many medicines
GARDEN SEEDS.
BootsandShoes, consisting of Leather, and which are recommended to the public, have Knives and Forks ; Plated and Iron Spoons ;
To the foregoing testimony,-many other
RKMICH has received, from the Agri Morocco Boots, and Kid Shoes and Slippers.
not even the negative merit of harmlessness, Glass Lamps ; Washbowls ; Edged and unquestionable proofs might be added, in
tn cultural Warehouses of Messrs. EllisAlso, Gaiter Boots.
there are others which it would be great in Printed Plates ; Nappies ; Dishes ; Bowls ; favour of the superior Liniment of Dr.Jebb.
& Bossos, and Messrs. J. Breck & Co. Boston,Kennebunk,
a
April 19, 1839.
very large assortment of GAR.HEN SEEDS,
justice indeed, and suicidal prejudice to in Mugs ; Creams; Sugars ; Fancy and Printed Nothing but a fair trial, which the propriaembracing almost every variety usually enquired for
volve, untried, in a common condemnation. Teas ; Castors ; Black and Fancy Tea Pots ; tor confidently solicits, can give an adequate
©rugs, JTIedicines, &c.
in this vicinity. Among which are :—
And when a medicine comes endorsed with Pitchers, &c. &c. &c.
idea of its unrivalled efficacy, in mitigating,
NEW supply of Medicine of almost ev
Artichoke, Green Globe.
Kennebunk, April 6, 1839.
all the great names that have adorned the
Bears.—Half-Moon (early 5)
ery kind, just received.
and thoroughly mastering, the excruciating
annals
of
the,,
medical
profession,
and
war

Early Marrow j Horticultural.
Also, Paints and Oil of all kinds ; Paint and
disease, to which it has been successfully ap.
Carrû&gè Manufactory,
Beet.—Long Blood 5 French Sugar ;
Varnish Brushes ; Sand Paper; Cloth, Hair, ranted by the seal and signature of long and.
plied in a multitude of cases. The opera
Early blood turnip rooted ; Mangel Wurtzel.
uniform success, its proprietor makes no un
Tooth,
Flesh
and
Shoe
Brushes;
Shoe
Black

Broccoli.—Early Purple.
tion of the Liniment is often immediate; and
ing. Also, Sugar ; Tea ; Coffee ; Molasses ; reasonable demand upon the public confi
Cauliflower. —Early.
it has frequently cured rheumatic affections
Celery.—White Solid 5 Rose Colored.
Vinegar ; Sperm and Whale Oil ; English dence, when he claims for it a superior con
Cabbage.—Earl)- York ; Large late Drumhead ;
of years standing, in four and twenty him.
Currants; Raisins; Figs; Oranges; Nuts; sideration.
Green Globe Savoy ; Large Cape Savoy 5
The CAMOMILE PREPARATION of
It is also recommended with confidence, as
Sperm and Tallow Candles ; all kinds of Spi
Yellow Savoy ; Late Sugarloaf)
ces, ground and unground ; Bar Soap and Dr. Wm. Evans is undeniably entitled to this
one of the best applications known for
Red Dutch, for ptckling ;
enviable
distinction,
for
whilst
no
medical
au

Soda.
Turnip rooted, (above and below ground )
stiffness of the joints, numbness, sprains,
thority in existence condemns it, every medi
Carrot.—Early Horn; Large Orange ;
Also, Pork, Corn and Flour.
and chilblains.
Altringham (for field culture.)
cal
practitioner
that
is
acquainted
with
it
Any of which articles will be sold as cheap
Cucumber.—Early Cluster 5 Early Frame ;
Price 50 cents, with directions.
freely acknowledges its pre-eminent virtues,
C. W. KIMBALL
as can be bought in town.
Long Green Prickley ; Long Green Turkey;
and that the latter should do so in opposition
OULD inform the inhabitants of Ken
Gherkin, small for pickles.
A. WARREN.
to their personal interests, must be attributed
nebunk and vicinity, that he has ta
Cress.—Curled, or Peppergrass.
Kennebunk, April 6, 1839.
Egg-Plant.—Purple, and White.
either to their candor and love of truth, or to
ken tfie building in Kennebunk adjoining
Indian Corn —Early Jefferson, (earliest.)—Tus
OK INDIGESTION.
their
unwillingness
to
fly
in
the
face
of
all
ob

Bryant & Warren’s, Apothecaries, formerly
NOTICE.
carora ;Sweel;--Broom Corn.
occupied as a Bake-House, and has fitted it If! Il IS prevalent disorder, as it exhibifs
HE subscriber having contracted with servation, and the testimony of thousands.
Lettuce.—Early Curled Silecia ; Royal Cape;
Dr. WM. EVANS does not pretend that up in good order for the above named busi _i
itself in its customary symptoms of
Imperial Head ; Tennisball, or Rose.
the town of Lyman, to support the
his Camomile Tonic Pills will cure all dis ness. CARRYALLS and LIGHT WAG want of appetite, distressing flatidenefi
Melon.—Large Round ; Long Carolina, (Water;)
paupers of said town for one year, hereby
Green Citron ; Pine apple, Large Canteleupe,
gives notice that he has made suitable provis eases. He frankly and conscientiously ad GONS, of any style, built to order and war heart-burn, pain in the stomach, sickked
(Musk.)
—also—
ion for their support, and hereby forbids all mits that they will not. He lays no claim to ranted.
Nasturtium.
ache, nausea, vomiting and costicenm,
Onion.—White Portugal; Silver-Skin or yellow ;
persons harboring or trusting said paupers on the discovery of the “Philosopher’s Stone,” Chaise Repairing' & Painting, is now found to yield to the tried efficacynf
and
wishes
nobody
to
believe
that
be
sells
Large Red.
done at short notice and on the most reasona
his account or on account of the town of Ly
DR. RELFE’S VEGETABLE SPE
Pepper.—Squash, or Tomato Shaped.
—also—
man, as he will pay no bills of their contract the “ Elixir of Life,” but he does say, and he ble terms..
Pumpkin.—Mammoth.
CIFIC,
does
believe,
and
he
can
prove,
that
in
debil

SLEIGHS, from the Trig Buggy down to
ing.
JOHN MURPHY.
Parsnip.—Large Dutch.
ity and impaired constitutions ; in Nervous the old fashioned Family Sleigh, constantly
AND
Lyman, March 27,1839.
Parsley.—Double Curfed,
diseases of all kinds ; in weakness of the di on hand, and will be sold as cheap as can be
Peas.-- Earliest Dwarf; Earl) Washington;
ANTI-BILIOUS PILLS.
Dwarf Scymetar ; Blue Imperial.
gestive organs, in incipient consumptions, purchased in this State. Various kinds of
jPejjuvrs & oie
These two preparations combined, con
Rhubarb.
FEflHE subscriber has on hand a general as- whether of the lungs or the liver; in the LUMBER taken in part payment.
stitute an efficacious remedy for the DysRadish.—Yellow Turnip rooted ;
-Msortrhent of PAINTS, OIL & COL dreadful debility occasioned by the use of
March 28, 1838.
Early Scarlet Short top.
pepsia, even after it has acquired the most
ORS, recently purchased in Boston for Cash, purgatives ; in palsy, rheumatism, (more es
Salsify, or Vegetable Oyster.
O THE~AFFLICTED, DR. RICH- obstinate character, and resisted every ef
Sqüash.—Early Long Warted ; Early bush ;
which he will sell at a small profit for the pecially) in the sicknesses incident to moth
Canada Crook Neck ; Valparaiso ;
ARDSON’S celebrated Sherry Wine fort of professional skill. When both med
same pay, or approved credit.
ers, and to females of relaxed nerves ; in ev
Autumnal Marrow, (fine new variety.)
JAMES HUBBARD.
ery case of delirium tremens, or that disease Bitters, for the cure of all those prevalent icines are adpiinistered in connection accord
Tomato, or Love apple.
Kennebunk, March 27, 1839.
which is brought on by intemperance ; in diseases, called Dyspepsia, Jaundice, Bilious ing to plain and particular Directions ac
Turnip.—Early White Dutch; White Flat;
Dizziness or Head companying the Vegetable Specific, they
Yellow Stone ; Early Garden Stone ;
the wretched horrors of mind and body which or Liver Complaints.
Yellow Maltese ; Ruta Baga.
NOTICE.
accrue from occasional inebriety ; loss of ap ache, Wandering or settled Pains, Sinking, thoroughly cleanse the alimentary canal of
Svvelt and Pot Here Seeds.—Thyme; Sweet
Pip HE Schooner GRAPE will petite, langour, melancholy, pains in the Faintness, Nervous Debility, Costiveness,
Marjorujn ; Sage ; Summer Savory ; Sweet Ba
JL sail from Perkins’ wharf, head, limbs or side, in corrupt, sallow, and Piles, and all general derangements of that viscid mucus which is the proximate
sil ; Balm ; Saffron ; Caraway.
/ ^wJnW*n Kennebunkport, and from the uncomely complexions, caused by the bad health, caused by an unhealthy state of the cause of the disorder, and as a tonic and
FLOWER SEEDS, a great variety.
in Boston, as a regular Pack state of the fluids—in all these cases, and in stomach and bowels, which have been just stimulant, they restore the healthy nciionaad
(HFFruit and ornamental trees, roots, &c. supplied
et between Kennebunk-port and Boston, others mentioned in the bills of directions ly “ styled the storehouse of disease.”— energy of the stomach, and strengthen the
at Boston prices,
[FF A liberal discount made to those who purchase and will sail every week from Kennebunk to given with his medicines, HE DOES SAY, These Bitters have proved a certain and debilitated system. The proprietor canals»
to self again.
Boston, or from Boston to Kennebunk, wind that the CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, in speedy remedy. They preclude the necessi confidently recommend the Vegetable Spe
SHAKER SEEDS.—The several varieties and weather permitting.
For Freight or terchanged occasionally with his APERIENT ty of using Pills. Dr. R. considers it unne
put up by the Shaker Society, at Alfred.
Passage apply to the store of D. & S. Ward, FAMILY PILLS, (the best known) which cessary to publish a long list of puffing re cific as one of the best remedies known far
Kennebunk, April 12, 1839.
the Sick Headache.
Kennebunk-port, or at the T. in Boston.
are sold with them, will effect immediate re commendations upon which the merits of
Price 50 cents each article, with direc
D. & S. WARD.
lief; and if used but for a fair period of trial many advertised medicines depend.
Kennebunk-port, April 11, 1839.
tions.
a perfect cure. This much is placed beyond
(□^CAUTION TO PURCHASERS.
a doubt by daily testimonies which would
They are put in Flat Bottles, with the
FOR BOSTON.
be given on oath ; and for this much Dr. W. following words blown in the glass “ S. O.
07-BR1TISH ANTICEPTIC^
npHE new schooner Ehza- EVANS can conscientiously request confi Richardson’s Bitters, South Reading, Mass.”
HAS just received a general assortment
¡UDjOTOTWE.
Jt
beth, Lewis L. Worm- dence.
with a label which covers the cork, and be For cleansing, whitening, and preserving
of EfiTGLlSH. FRENCHAMERW.
wood
H
ias
*
er
»
w
‘
ff
,un
during
Other and more conclusive demonstlations sure that a fac simile of my signature is up
1CAM GOODS, among which are,
the Teeth and Gums.
Broadcloths, Cassimeres, Satinets, and •^BhM&^^the ensuing season as a regular of the efficacy of Dr. Evans’ Camomile on the label, so that the cork cannot be
HE
BRITISH
anticeptic
Vestings.
— ALSO—
Packet between this port and Boston. The Preparations and Aperient Medicines, are drawn without destroying it, also a fac sim
DENTIFRICE,
which the present
French, English and American PRINTS; Elizabeth has elegant accommodations for submitted by the following important and ex ile of my signature upon the outer en proprietor wishes most particularly to rec
Cambricks, Sheetings and Shirtings of vari Passengers, Freight will be received- on ac traordinary cures effected by their highly velope, without ' .Inch none are genuine. ommend to the attention of the public, is
ous prices and qualities, together with a gen commodating terms and carefully attended to. medicinal qualities—all of which may be The great success of this medicine has in
eral assortment of FANCY and PIECE For freight or passage apply to Ezekiel seen at Dr. Wm. Evans’ Medical office, No. duced a number of unprincipled persons to perfectly exempt from all those acids which
Wormwood, at his store in Kennebunk, or 7, Division street. One or two of thèse he imitate it in various ways.—Remember his in general form the basis of tooth powdersin
GOODS. .
to the Master on board, at Capt. Daniel herewith respectfully gives to a discrimina Bitters cannot be obtained of Pedlars on any common use, and which, although they may
—ALSO—
Curtis’s wharf.
ting public.
pretence whatever.
whiten the teeth for a short time, must in
West-Iudia Goods and
Kennebunk, April 15, 1839.
Dr. W. EVANS—Sir : Be pleased to receive the
P. S. Barnard W. G. Skinner, Travelling evitably destroy the Enamel by their dele
thanks of one who has been a great sufferer lor sev
GROUSBIFS,
~ CHOOL BOOKS.—All kinds which are eral years, for the great benefit she has received from Agem for the New England States. Pre terious action on this beautiful covering fli
the virtues of your inestimable Camomile Pills. She pared from Medicinal Plants and Roots at the teeth.—The consequence is that the Eused in common schools for sale by
Sold Wholesale namel which is the shield provided by na
has suffered with pain and distress in the head, a tight Richardson’s Labaratory.
S.H. GOULD.
ness across the stomach, shortness of breath, and palpi and Retail at his office No. 15, Hanover
Kennebunk-port, April 26, 1839.
In bis assortment is comprised almost
tation of the heart ; exercise would almost overcome street, Boston, and by most
Druggists ture to protect the spongy and nervous in
her ; but since using your Camomile Tonic Pills, her
every article called for in a Village Store,
throughout
the
New
England
States.
Mer ternal structure, is rapidly corroded by these
ell of which he will dispose of on reasonable Farnitiire & Feather Ware complaints are removed—-she is able to exercise with chants in the country can receive them acid ingredients, becomes more discoloured
out
fatigue,
and
she
is
happy
to
say
can
now
enjoy
house.
terms.
life comfortably again.
safely packed in boxes, by forwarding an than ever, and exposes the inner portion of
Kennebunk, April 13, 1839.
Mrs. C. TIWRNTQN, 84, Third St. N. Y.
order, and the usual discount will be allow the tooth to caries and a rapid and certain
J1TILDRETH & AYRES would inform
Newark, July 18, 1836—Dear Sir—For 4 years 1 ed bn the sale.
Price 75 cents per bottle. decay. By the use of the British /I niff'
have
been
so
unwell
that
1
was
unable
to
attend
to
J.JL
the
inhabitants
of
Kennebunk
and
3*. #
WM
my business, and for the last 4 or 5 months was confin His dry Bitters put up in a pressed form are tic Dentif rice, in the morning, as occasion
vicinity
that
they
haye
taken
the
store
in
If/" EEP constantly for sale, at their Store
ed to my room ; my complaints were rheumatism, pain 50 cts. per paper.
may require, with a brush moderately hard,
JLm- in Kennebunk port, wholesale or re- Kennebunk, formerly occupied by Timothy in my stomach, indigestion and loss of appetite, with
Sold, also, by D. Remich, Alex. Warren, & and cold water, the accumulation of Tartar
Frost, adjoining Mr. Kimball’s carriage man continual pain and dizziness in my head ; 1 used differ
tail, the following articles :—
ufactory, where they will keep a good assort ent kindsof medicine without effect, until 1 commenced S. Jordan, Kennebunk ; Seth Hatch, John H. will not only be prevented, but the teeth
Flour ; Corn ; Rye and Corn Meal ;
ment of Furniture and Feathers, consisting taking your invaluable Camomile and Aperient Pills; Spear, and Barak Maxwell, Wells ; John A. rendered beautifully
and permanently
Oil ; Lard ; Bacon ; Pork ; Fish ;
of
bureaus, sofas, tables, secretaries, common their beneficial effects upon me astonish all who knew Berry, Saco ; York, Samuel A. Douglass ;
Coffee ; Tea ; Salt; Raisins ;
white,
and
the
gums
restored
to that free
mysituation.
In
a
few
days
1
shall
be
at
your
office
do.
Samuel
Adams;
Buxton,
Thomas
S.
fancy, cane seat and mahogany chairs.
to express iny gratitude to you in person. In the Bowles ; Hollis, Jonathan Rumery ; Water dom from soreness, that hardness and ef
Molasses ; Sugar ; Candles ;
Kennebunk, Dec. 14, 1838.
mean
time
I
subscribe
myselfyour
obedient
servant
Salaeratus ; Starch ; Ginger; Tobacco ;
borough, Chace Taylor ; Alfred, Ben]. F. florescence which are the sure tests of
B. 8. JARVIS, 13 Centre st,
Glass ; Nails; Soap ; Lime ;
Chad bourne ; North
Berwick, Jeremiah their healthy stale, and the best guarantee
Dr. Wm. Evans.
Clover and Herds Grass Seed.
He therefore need only add that his Lord; Great Falls, Mark Noble; Dover, of that natural fragrance of the breath
r^ASH
given
for
CALF
SKINS
by
Together with many other articles, all of
CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, together with Wm. B. Smith, Asa A. Tufts, John H. which can never be expected in connection
,
RALPH CURTIS.
which they will sell at fair prices.
his
excellent
FAMILY
APERIENT Wheeler.
with foul teeth, and scorbutic, unhealthy
Kennebunk,
March
22,
1839.
Kennebunk-port, April 11, 1839.
PILLS, can be obtained, wholesale or retail,
gums. {Price 50 cts. a box with direc
Farm for sale.
at No. 7, Division st. near Chatham square,
HE subscriber offers for sale a small tions.)
NEW GOODS,
New York, and of his authorised agents in
U
HHDS, (Muscovado) Molasses, just town and country.
farm, containing about 14 or 15 acres of
*#*Prepared from the Original Recipe io
sib
received by
land, with a one story wide house, a barn
MS. of the late Dr. W. T. Conway, by his
J. H. JONES corner of Middle and Union
WILLIAM LORD & Co.
streets, Portland, Agent for State of Maine and other out buildings on the same. There Immediate Successor, and the Sole Propri
AS just received a general assortment of
Kennebunk, April 6,1839.
is one of the best privileges for a brick yard, etor, T. KIDDER, and for sale at his
where persons may apply for sub-Agencies.
ENGLISH, FRENCH and AMERI
Sole Agents, Daniel Remich, Kennebunk ; on the premises, in the town. The bricks Counting Room, No. 99, next door toL
CAN DRY GOODS. Also, GROCERIES;
GEffBSS SEEMS.
James Crockett, Norway ; Thomas Chase, n’ can be carried to the Port by water, without
CROCKERY, GLASS and HARD WARE.
ERDS GRASS, Clover and Red top Yarmouth ; Nathan Reynolds, Lewiston ; being moved by horse or oxen. Said farm Kidder’s Drug Store, corner of Court and
Also, Ladies’ Kid and Morocco Shoes, &c.
Seeds, for sale by
Joseph Griffin, Brunswick ; Palmer & Wash is on Kennebunk river» opposite the Landing. Hanover Streets, near Concert Hall, Boston,
&c. which will be disposed of on very iavorWILLIAM LORD & Co.
JOHN DOWNING» Jr.
and also for sale by his special appointment
. able terms for cash.
burn, Gardiner ; R. G. Lincoln, Hallowell ;
Kennebunk, April 6, 1839.
Kennebunk-port, April 3, 1839^
^together with all the valuable Medicines
Moses Noble, Augusta ; J. K. Miller, Old
Kennebunk, April 6, 1839.
town ; Duren & Thatcher, Bangor : Samuel
ERDS GRASS, Red-top and Clover as prepared by the late Dr. Cgnway,)
ELL’S PASTE BLACKING for saIJBLACK SAND> f°r sale by
Jackson & Co. Belfast ; Barker Neal, Wis
SAMUEL JORDAN, Kenn^unk,
Seed for sale by
casset ; Henry Hyde, Bath.
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port.
D. REMICH. I Kennebunk, March 27,1839.
,
S- H. GOULD.

NEW GOODS.
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April 20,1839.

Kennebunk-port, April 26, 1839.
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